
Weary Prayer
 

Earth hold me.
Stones hear me.

Breeze receive my woe.
Help me to transmute

pain into purpose,
unrest into patience,

and frustration into power.
Thank you for

the determination
to hold myself

and others with love.

Shreds of Joy
 

May we continue to lift
our small fists of resistance,

raising them resolutely
to the sun,

holding aloft
with tender

and sometimes shaking
fingers

the shreds of our joys
shining and stubborn,

tenuous and tenacious,
this bravest of acts

and hopes
with which to still

hold on.

(c) Molly Remer, Brigid's Grove



The Chord of the Sacred
Don't give up on hope, or love, or peace,

these lofty ideals and brave prayers 
that have kept stitching 
the world back together 
through tear after tear,

through time after time. 
We serve no one through disillusionment.
We save no one through disenchantment. 

What we have 
is where we are. 

Finding joy and seeing beauty 
and holding hope and offering love,

can be our greatest acts of resistance 
in a fragmented and weeping world.

Don't give up on magic,
your magic,

the earth's magic, 
let even your own two hands 

against your heart
be the reminder you need

that the chord of the sacred 
still chimes.(c) Molly Remer, Brigid's Grove

Peace Prayer
Goddess of peace and patience,
please soothe our hot tempers
and wash away our anxieties.

Please restore our hearts to peace
and bring patience into our fingers

that we may reach out to others
with kindness and trust.
Gentle our weariness,

inspire our capacities for love,
protect the vulnerable,

and guard the courageous.
Guide us into compassion

and quiet reflection.
Renew our spirits with hope,
restore our understanding

of one another,
and blanket our lands and lives

with tenderness
and healing.(c) Molly Remer, Brigid's Grove



Mending What We Can
 

We may wonder what there is to celebrate, 
so many broken things and ruined dreams,

so much fracturing,
our world teetering and unstable in its wounding

and its need. 
Yet here we are, 

with hands and hearts 
and voices to lift 

in service to the great hunger that roars 
and to the beauty that whispers 
and so we use what we still have 

to gather up the shards,
those that slice and those that shine,
and hold the parts that we can hold 
and tend the parts that we can tend

and celebrate the fact 
that we care enough to keep trying 

to repair the cracks,
to witness the shattering, 
to gather the fragments,

to mend what tears we can. 
 

(c) Molly Remer, Brigid's Grove

(c) Molly Remer, Brigid's Grove

Peace Prayer 2
Goddess of the ragged edges 

and torn places,
 may we embrace our weariness,

 may we be patient with our tears and
with our sorrow. 

 May we continue to be brave enough 
 to crack our hearts open,

 to stand at the side of pain 
 and keep the flame of hope alive anyway. 
 May we open our arms to the suffering. 

 May we look upon ourselves 
and others with compassion. 

 May we keep doing our own good work 
 with courage and persistence. 

 Despite all that threatens to consume 
and to destroy,

 may we lift our voices, extend our hands,
 and open our hearts. 
 May we know peace. 

 May we choose peace. 
 May we be peace. 

 



(c) Molly Remer, Brigid's Grove

Revolution, Part 1
If it all feels relentless and exhausting,
breathe and let that breath be easy.

If it feels like you can never be enough,
stretch out your arms

and let yourself be here for now,
a person on this earth

at this time.
If it feels like there is never enough time,

pause and rest,
letting the chains around your mind and heart

dissolve under the sun.
If you are full of passion,

let it be strong and biting, hot and rich.
If you are full of sorrow,

let it leak out of your eyes and wash you clean.
If you are confused and wondering why,

soften your shoulders
and let your body have her own way for a change.

If you are tired,
sleep.

If you are hungry,
eat.

If you need love,
reach out to hug the world,

this,
your life.

(c) Molly Remer, Brigid's Grove

Revolution, Part 2
Let your revolution unfold from within,
let your restoration be your resistance,

let the meeting of your own needs
be the sweet song of revival
and the caring for yourself

be the seeds of change.
Let a sweet breath of gratitude renew you,

let a determined wave of acceptance 
enfold you,

let the soft balm of your own loving presence
replenish you home.

May you dare to declare yourself
as whole and here, held and heard,

worthy of your own time.
Permit yourself this revolutionary act 

of noticing
right where you are.

May you be wrapped in wonder and wildness,
may you trust the tender fibers 

of your own truth,
and may you let them carry you 

through this day
and into your heart. 

 


